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A supernatural romance by the creator of Ai Ore! and Sensual Phrase Miko is a
shrine maiden who has never had much success at seeing or banishing spirits.
Then she meets Kagura, a sexy demon who feeds off women’s feelings of
passion and love. Kagura’s insatiable appetite has left many girls at school
brokenhearted, so Miko casts a spell to seal his powers. Surprisingly the spell
works—sort of—but now Kagura is after her! Shrine maiden Miko has sealed the
powers of the sexy incubus Kagura, who has vowed to protect her. Kagura and
Miko ask her father for permission to move out of the shrine and live together on
their own. Surprisingly Miko’s father readily agrees, but just what has this
powerful priest done to Kagura? Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for teen plus
audiences.
Neo-Verona was once peacefully ruled by the Capulet family, but the rival house
of Montague led a coup against the Capulets, wiping them out. Fourteen years
later, Lord Montague rules Neo-Verona with an iron fist. But there is hope for the
suffering citizens: Juliet Capulet survived the massacre and now turns her sword
against the wealthly Montagues in an effort to aid the poor. When she meets the
son of Lord Montague at the Rose Ball, she discovers that he is similarly
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disturbed by his father's cruelty. As Juliet finds herself falling in love with her
sworn enemy, she is conflicted... Is there any hope for a love that crosses enemy
lines?
Himari Momochi inherits Momochi House, an estate that exists on the barrier
between the human and spiritual realms. Aoi is the human Omamori-sama, or
guardian of the house, who can transform into a powerful spiritual being. But
once Momochi House had chosen Aoi as its protector, all evidence of his
existence in the human world was erased, and he has never been able to leave.
Can Himari break Aoi free? -- VIZ Media
Demon Slayer manga coloring book is a great gift for Kimetsu no Yaiba lovers.
+45 Premium Images Inside ready to be colored! Suitable For All Ages. Plunge
into the wonderful world of Kimetsu no Yaiba and have fun customizing your
characters. Features High-quality paper large 8.5"x11" size - provides plenty of
space for playful, artistic creativity Each image is printed on a separate page to
prevent bleed-through You can use everything that you love (marker, paints,
pencils, pen, etc) to enjoy 90 Coloring Pages
Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft has influenced and guided countless
students, coven initiates, and solitaries around the world. One of modern Wicca's
most recommended books, this comprehensive text features a step-by-step
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course in Witchcraft, with photographs and illustrations, rituals, beliefs, history,
and lore, as well as instruction in spellwork, divination, herbalism, healing,
channeling, dreamwork, sabbats, esbats, covens, and solitary practice. The
workbook format includes exam questions at the end of each lesson, so you can
build a permanent record of your spiritual and magical training. This complete selfstudy course in modern Wicca is a treasured classic—an essential and trusted
guide that belongs in every Witch's library. Praise: "A masterwork by one of the
great Elders of the Craft. Raymond Buckland has presented a treasure trove of
Wiccan lore. It is a legacy that will provide magic, beauty, and wisdom to future
generations of those who seek the ancient paths of the Old Religion."—Ed Fitch,
author of Magical Rites from the Crystal Well "I read Buckland's Complete Book
of Witchcraft with much pleasure. This book contains enough information and
know-how for all approaches: the historical, the philosophical, and the pragmatic .
. . quite entertaining, as much for the armchair enthusiast as for the practicing
occultist."—Marion Zimmer Bradley, author of The Mists of Avalon "Never in the
history of the Craft has a single book educated as many people, spurred as many
spiritual paths, or conjured as much personal possibility as Buckland's Complete
Book of Witchcraft."—Dorothy Morrison, author of The Craft
Kendra Morton has trained and worked side–by–side with Thor Kensington for
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years, hunting the demons who come to earth from the parallel world of Torlin.
Despite his dark allure, she knows him to be a cold and unbending leader. So
why does her heart still race with desire every time he's near? Half–demon Thor
has always wanted to be Kendra's lover, even though she's off limits. It takes an
attempt on her life by a traitorous saboteur to make him act on their hidden
passion. But now that he has the woman of his dreams, can he protect her from
the unknown assassinand from his own inner demon?
Prince Vald continues his journey with the sorcerer Halvi, seeking a means to
break the curse that causes him to transform into a demon at night. But enemies
looking to take the power of Vald’s cursed sword for themselves bewitch Halvi in
an attempt to make him fight the young prince! Forced to the brink, Halvi makes a
crucial choice. -- VIZ Media
Shrine maiden Miko has sealed the powers of the sexy incubus Kagura, who has
vowed to protect her. But now a fox spirit has transformed himself into a human
to proclaim his love to Miko, making Kagura jealous. Miko relents and allows
Kagura to enter her dreams again, but now he can no longer regain his incubus
powers?! -- VIZ Media
Shrine maiden Miko has sealed the powers of the sexy incubus Kagura, who has
vowed to protect her. An incubus even more handsome than Kagura comes to
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take him to task for not using his powers on Miko. Miko finds herself succumbing
immediately to the spell of this powerful demon—who turns out to be Kagura's
father?! -- VIZ Media
Shrine maiden Miko has sealed the powers of the sexy incubus Kagura, who has
vowed to protect her. Kagura and Miko ask her father for permission to move out
of the shrine and live together on their own. Surprisingly Miko’s father readily
agrees, but just what has this powerful priest done to Kagura? -- VIZ Media
Yuri and Oya’s romantic getaway in Shanghai is cut short when sinister Russian
mob boss Semilio kidnaps Yuri and tries to make her his own. But Yuri won’t be
won over so easily and fights off his advances. And then Oya suddenly comes to
her rescue! With Yuri finally out of harm’s way, Oya charges headfirst into battle
against Semilio, leaving Yuri to wonder if he’ll make it out alive. -- VIZ Media
This anthology of paranormal romances includes Lora Leigh's "The Breed Next
Door;" Shiloh Walker's "The Blood Kiss;" Emma Holly's "The Countess's Dancing
Boy;" and Meljean Brook's "Falling for Anthony," in which a childhood friend
comes back from the dead to protect a young woman's brother from evil. Reprint.
Mizuki’s neighbor Shinnosuke returns from college for a visit, but the
championship boxer is surprised to find the girl he likes involved with someone
else. Will Akira be able to compete for Mizuki’s affections against such a manly
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rival? -- VIZ Media
Sakura, grieving for all her friends who have died, returns to Aoba’s estate. Enju
attacks, and Sakura loses two more people she loves. And just when she
believes the battle to finally be over, Princess Kaguya appears! -- VIZ Media
"This book makes a perfect gift for your friend or your son that love Demon
Slayer Anime or manga" large page size 8.5" x 11"+30 Unique Illustrations +30
resampled coloring pagesEach illustration is printed on a separate sheet to avoid
bleed throughColoring book for boys and girls Kids ages 2-4, 4-8, 8-12 And
Adults.Best gift for your friend or your son. Exclusive illustrations. large 8.5x11
size. "Coloring book for boys and girls " We hope you will enjoy our coloring
book: Over 30 HIGH-QUALITY illustrations 8.5x11"Demon Slayer characters
coloring books for Kids Coloring Book is for Kids We can use pencils, crayons or
felt tip
Blaue Rosen is bumped from a gig because Yuya wants his own band to perform
instead. Mizuki and her bandmates protest, and Yuya decides he’ll let the all-girl
band play—but only if he gets a date with Akira! -- VIZ Media
Shrine maiden Miko has sealed the powers of the sexy incubus Kagura, who has
vowed to protect her. Kagura has been losing his powers ever since Miko’s
father cast a spell to prevent Kagura and Miko from making love. The spell must
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be broken for Kagura to survive, but will Miko’s father relent? -- VIZ Media
The murder of a world-famous physicist raises fears that the Illuminati are
operating again after centuries of silence, and religion professor Robert Langdon
is called in to assist with the case.
Prince Vald is a proper, honorable swordsman by day, and a sensual, insatiable
demon by night. The only one to know both faces of the cursed prince is his
traveling companion, the sorcerer Halvi. During the day the handsome sorcerer
keeps an aloof façade, even as he sates the demon’s desires nightly. However,
Halvi finds he is starting to feel a deeper bond with the young prince. Meanwhile,
enemies who want Vald for themselves are beginning to make their move. -- VIZ
Media
Poor Sumi Kitamura... Her irresponsible older brother Eisuke keeps bringing
home orphans for her to take care of even though they can barely afford their
own basic needs! Just when Sumi's financial problems become dire, wealthy
Soichiro Ashida enters her life with a bizarre proposition: he'll provide her with the
money she so desperately needs if she agrees to marry him. But can Sumi fool
high society into thinking she's a proper lady? Moreover, is it worth giving up
everything for this sham of a marriage? -- VIZ Media
Vald finally discovers the one responsible for placing the curse upon his sword,
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Yug Verlind, and it’s none other than court mage Limris?! Shocked and
confused, Vald is then faced with his greatest threat yet as the immensely
powerful sorcerer Asterdol wrenches his soul out of his body. His demon half,
now in complete control, goes on a rampage, and Vald faces the real possibility
of losing his soul forever! -- VIZ Media
After orphan Teru Kurebayashi loses her beloved older brother, she finds solace
in the messages she exchanges with DAISY, an enigmatic figure who can only
be reached through the cell phone her brother left her. Meanwhile, mysterious
Tasuku Kurosaki always seems to be around whenever Teru needs help. Could
DAISY be a lot closer than Teru thinks? One day at school, Teru accidentally
breaks a window and agrees to pay for it by helping Kurosaki with chores around
school. Kurosaki is an impossible taskmaster though, and he also seems to be
hiding something important from Teru... -- VIZ Media
A supernatural romance by the creator of Ai Ore! and Sensual Phrase Miko is a
shrine maiden who has never had much success at seeing or banishing spirits.
Then she meets Kagura, a sexy demon who feeds off women's feelings of
passion and love. Kagura’s insatiable appetite has left many girls at school
brokenhearted, so Miko casts a spell to seal his powers. Surprisingly the spell
works—sort of—but now Kagura is after her! Shrine maiden Miko has sealed the
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powers of the sexy incubus Kagura, who has vowed to protect her. An incubus
even more handsome than Kagura comes to take him to task for not using his
powers on Miko. Miko finds herself succumbing immediately to the spell of this
powerful demon—who turns out to be Kagura's father?! Reads R to L (Japanese
Style) for teen plus audiences.
After her house and prized guitar are destroyed in a fire, Mizuki moves in with
Akira at the Dankaisan dorm. To help pay for a new guitar, Mizuki gets a parttime job and is wildly successful at it, but she won’t tell Akira what it is... -- VIZ
Media
Chise has taken great strides in overcoming her dark past, and is ready for a
brighter future at Elias' side. As for the magus himself, he is finally able to put a
name to the strange emotion he's been feeling for Chise. Meanwhile, a deadly
threat looms. When a panicked fairy appears at Chise's bedside, begging for
help, is there anything the young, novice mage can do...?
By the creator of Ai Ore! and Sensual Phrase Miko is a shrine maiden who has
never had much success at seeing or banishing spirits. Then she meets Kagura,
a sexy demon who feeds off women’s feelings of passion and love. Kagura’s
insatiable appetite has left many girls at school brokenhearted, so Miko casts a
spell to seal his powers. Surprisingly the spell works—sort of—but now Kagura is
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after her! Reads R to L (Japanese style) for teen plus audiences.
Double double, twins spell trouble... Hunter and Mercy Goode are twin witches,
direct descendants of the founder of their town of Goodeville. As their ancestors
have done before them, it is now time for the twins to learn what it means to be
Gatekeepers–the protectors of the Gates to different underworlds, ancient portals
between their world and realms where mythology rules and nightmares come to
life. When their mother becomes the first victim in a string of murders, the
devastated sisters vow to avenge her death. But it will take more than magic to
rein in the ancient mythological monsters who’ve infected their peaceful town.
Now Hunter and Mercy must come together and accept their destiny or risk being
separated for good.
Upon wielding an ancient sword that has been passed down through his royal
family for generations, Prince Vald is struck by a curse that turns him into a
demon! In search of guidance, Vald appeals to the powerful sorcerer Halvi for
help, and the two set out on a journey to break the curse. However, there is one
thing the handsome sorcerer is keeping secret from the young prince—the raging
demon that Vald turns into every night can only be calmed when Halvi satisfies
his lust! And so begins their epic journey in search of clues to break the young
prince’s curse. -- VIZ Media
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The key to discovering the secret behind Vald’s cursed sword is somewhere in
the empire of Zenedoura. With information obtained from Limris—new companion
and former Consul of the Empire—Prince Vald decides to head there to see what
he can find. Along the way, in order to save a gravely wounded Rulca, he
deliberately chooses to turn into his demon self! Vald’s uncharacteristic
recklessness provokes a tirade from Halvir, who then leaves the group without a
word... -- VIZ Media
When the lead singer of Blaue Rosen announces she is moving overseas, Akira
does all he can to convince Mizuki and her bandmates to let him join. But will a
resistant Mizuki allow him into her band, much less her heart? -- VIZ Media
An Instant New York Times Bestseller! Winner of the Coretta Scott King - John
Steptoe for New Talent Author Award Filled with mystery and an intriguingly rich
magic system, Tracy Deonn’s YA contemporary fantasy Legendborn offers the
dark allure of City of Bones with a modern-day twist on a classic legend and a lot
of Southern Black Girl Magic. After her mother dies in an accident, sixteen-yearold Bree Matthews wants nothing to do with her family memories or childhood
home. A residential program for bright high schoolers at UNC–Chapel Hill seems
like the perfect escape—until Bree witnesses a magical attack her very first night
on campus. A flying demon feeding on human energies. A secret society of so
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called “Legendborn” students that hunt the creatures down. And a mysterious
teenage mage who calls himself a “Merlin” and who attempts—and fails—to wipe
Bree’s memory of everything she saw. The mage’s failure unlocks Bree’s own
unique magic and a buried memory with a hidden connection: the night her
mother died, another Merlin was at the hospital. Now that Bree knows there’s
more to her mother’s death than what’s on the police report, she’ll do whatever
it takes to find out the truth, even if that means infiltrating the Legendborn as one
of their initiates. She recruits Nick, a self-exiled Legendborn with his own grudge
against the group, and their reluctant partnership pulls them deeper into the
society’s secrets—and closer to each other. But when the Legendborn reveal
themselves as the descendants of King Arthur’s knights and explain that a
magical war is coming, Bree has to decide how far she’ll go for the truth and
whether she should use her magic to take the society down—or join the fight.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA TODAY BESTSELLER NATIONAL
INDIE BESTSELLER THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER Recommended
by Entertainment Weekly, Real Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine #1
Library Reads Pick—October 2020 #1 Indie Next Pick—October 2020 BOOK OF
THE YEAR (2020) FINALIST—Book of The Month Club A “Best Of” Book From:
Oprah Mag * CNN * Amazon * Amazon Editors * NPR * Goodreads * Bustle *
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PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble * Kirkus Reviews * Lambda Literary *
Nerdette * The Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches Trashy
Books * LiteraryHub * Medium * BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune *
NY Daily News * SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot * Library Reads
Voter Favorite * In the vein of The Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The
Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York Times bestselling author V. E.
Schwab’s genre-defying tour de force. A Life No One Will Remember. A Story
You Will Never Forget. France, 1714: in a moment of desperation, a young
woman makes a Faustian bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten by
everyone she meets. Thus begins the extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a
dazzling adventure that will play out across centuries and continents, across
history and art, as a young woman learns how far she will go to leave her mark
on the world. But everything changes when, after nearly 300 years, Addie
stumbles across a young man in a hidden bookstore and he remembers her
name. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
I never thought I'd be singing happy birthday to myself in a dungeon. And yet when a sinfully
sexy demon crashes happy hour, that's exactly what happens. He's known as the Lord of
Chaos, he's mistaken me for my succubus doppelgänger. Happy birthday to me. When he
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tastes my blood, he finally understands I'm mortal. And I realize we have something in
common: we both crave revenge. So we make a deal: I can stay in the forbidden city to hunt
for my mom's killer. In return, I'll help him get the vengeance he craves. I just have to pose as
a sexy succubus. One problem--he's my number one suspect. And that's increasingly hard to
remember as he teaches me my role: seduction. With each heated touch I drift further into
peril. And if I fall under his seductive spell, death awaits me. "I flew through this book... Hot
demon lord-check. Action-check. Romance-check. And there's spice! If you love my books, you
definitely want to read this one." -Laura Thalassa
"Emma Holly loves to take a walk on the wild side," (Best Reviews) and here she ventures into
a sensuous and dangerous world where a human courtesan becomes the flesh abd blood
property of a demon prince. Soulmates, lovers - and victims of an unnatural desire that could
drive them both insane.
The first book in Chris Colfer's #1 New York Times bestselling series The Land of Stories
about two siblings who fall into a fairy-tale world! Alex and Conner Bailey's world is about to
change forever, in this fast-paced adventure that uniquely combines our modern day world with
the enchanting realm of classic fairy tales. The Land of Stories tells the tale of twins Alex and
Conner. Through the mysterious powers of a cherished book of stories, they leave their world
behind and find themselves in a foreign land full of wonder and magic where they come face-toface with fairy tale characters they grew up reading about. But after a series of encounters with
witches, wolves, goblins, and trolls alike, getting back home is going to be harder than they
thought.
As Raenef continues his journey to restore the harmony between the demons and the gods,
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questions remain about his identity as a demon lord, and the formation of an unlikely alliance
threatens to change everything.
Two worlds in danger. A Grand Witch behind bars. A stunning Werewolf and a devilishly
handsome Warlock's pursuit for her affections. You think you have it bad? Grand Witch Anna
Wolfe awakens to find herself imprisoned by Micah, the Prince of Darkness. Micah's on a quest
for world domination-and it's not just the Netherworld that's in danger. The human world is
threatened as well. Now, it's up to Anna to escape from Micah's clutches so she can locate
The Scholars and an ancient book before both fall into the wrong hands. With a fiercely loyal
Werewolf and immensely powerful Warlock by her side, what can go wrong? A lot apparently.
If fighting off the Prince of Darkness wasn't enough, Anna's emotions are a whirlwind, as she
battles between what fate demands and what she actually wants.
Lori Penhall is a bit wary when she's called to her late uncle's estate to claim an inheritance.
After all, she barely knew him. Leaving her tangled life and her ex-husband behind, she travels
to western Ireland . As if her surprising inheritance wasn't enough, she meets the handsome
dark and mysterious Michael O'Siad who rents the local renovated castle. One night his dream
doppelganger invites her to a private "dungeon" party. Intrigued by what she sees but mortified
by how it makes her feel, Michael shows Lori what it means to truly be free. In the real world,
she begins to fall in love with him, only to learn the real Michael has other dark, intriguing
secrets - darker than a dream dungeon. Will his secrets tear them apart, or will their love and
desire for each other be enough to keep them together? Publisher's Note: This book contains
explicit sexual content, graphic language, and situations that some readers may find
objectionable: BDSM theme and content includes: bondage, spanking, anal play, exhibitionism,
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voyeurism, and menage m/f/m.
He’ll show her that the dark side has more to offer than just cookies… ? Fighting demons is
what witch Lily Murray does … until the night a weird dark magic spell turns her into a demon
herself with the unfortunate urge to kill her loved ones. In a panic, she runs – right into a sexy
male of her new demon species. He’s more than happy to help her out and show her the
ropes. He’s also decidedly too gorgeous to handle. Lily is Alek’s idea of the perfect mate, and
he’d do anything for her. Except help her turn back into a witch, that is. Because if she does,
they can’t mate. She just needs a reason to stay a demon, and he’ll be damned if he doesn't
give her one. So while he proposes to help her, he’s putting his plan in motion. Because the
Dark Side has more to offer than just cookies. If you love sizzling hot enemies-to-lovers
paranormal romance with a determined hero-in-pursuit, a snarky heroine, and lots of hilarious
banter, this book is for you! ***This book was previously published as Blood, Breath, and
Desire.***
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